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Hui Yue is continuing his journey to become a God when an enemy from the past appears in front of

him. What is it that makes this old enemy appear in front of Hui Yue and why is it so urgent? Being

tempted by this Saint, Hui Yue moves forward to find many secrets of the world he had never

imagined before. He experiences one hardship after another with his friends by his side and they all

fight for survival in the red realm that has been created to test their abilities. But while they are being

tested, something sinister brews in the shadows. What is the real purpose of this red realm and just

what danger has Hui Yue unleashed?
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Love the series but felt that this one was much weaker than the others. Also I feel like people should

be warned that this is a harem novel series! A lot of people, including me, dislike the concept and it

can ruin the story in a lot of ways even if done right.Personally I felt that MC's second women had a

lot of potential to grow from being perpetually grateful and for that reason loving the MC to someone

who found someone who fit her for her. Maybe even spread the loving to Lan Feng in the future, so



he can "grow up", and let them make snake babies! Or the frozen general so that we get another

future ally. That way when he agrees to work with and help him it's less overly forgiving. Personally

if someone took someone I loved as a wife I wouldn't forgive them so easy even if they were treated

well. Either way I think she would have grown more as a person and thus companion that way

rather than just saying, whelp we spent forever saying the MC only love one person, how much

loving one person means to him, and sees her only as a little sister, to now that she isn't around he

can't live without her and must have her as wife 2 =/. We also got our badass pet transformed into

badass women!.....that is clingy and wife 3....I wouldn't have minded him getting a strong powerful

badass female friend only for a change, since Rong Xing isn't badass really and every other female

is either wife, mentor, weak, or dead.Also be warned that this book, much more so than the others,

is all about friends and family and the power of that, rather than typical cultivation novels where it is

much more often power of one for family. It isn't bad but there were moments when all I could think

about was how this moment would fit perfectly into a cheesy anime or comic book tv show. Not bad

but you can feel the western influence.

This is the fifth book in the series and I strongly suggest starting with book 1 so you do not miss out

on what is a fun reading journey. We had a bit of a wait for book 5 as there were apparently some

issues with the cover but it has proved well worth the wait and I suggest it is the best so far. Well

done Tinalynge and I am dying to read book 6.Spoilerish: the MC makes a great leap forward in this

book and yet the road ahead is still long with much cultivating and lots of new skills he must acquire

before dealing with the ultimate enemy. However, in the meantime he must take a new and

dangerous journey to save one of his love interests.There are a few spelling and grammar errors

such as parish instead of perish but none that spoiled my enjoyment of this entertaining book

Now.Tinalynge has introduced me to the xianxia and since then i am carving for moore and moore

of this series.Really good story, easy to follow and you just can not put it down. Trust me, its 6 in the

morning now..Some twists at the end, that you can predict only from half of this book, joy, and tears.

Yes, shed a single drop. And its been a while.Only one negative thing that i can say is that the

editing is not good enough, but you couldnt care less during the book.If you read this and

contemplating to start to read/buy, do it.

Interesting writing style, interesting enough for me to pay for the privilege of reading this series. But

it does get a bit old after awhile. Characters are not developed, everything seems a bit superficial to



me. Not sure if I would buy these books again. My measure of a good book is one I can read today

and read again next year with the same enjoyment, I could never re read this series, too boring. I

would like to encourage the author to keep trying though.

Another great installment by Tinalynge. I love the sudden power up that Yue goes through in the

beginning of the book as I felt that he was stagnating a bit to much. I have not yet finished the book,

and will likely update this once I do, but so far I am enjoying it immensely. My only concern is that

the book seems to be missing Chapter 44, "Poison Master". Not a big deal since I know where you

post your chapters online, but I thought I would report it here since I cannot seem to find a way to

"officially" do so in the Kindle App.

I would first like to point out that I have really liked this series so far, and some of the reasons I liked

it was because of the close-knit bond between the characters, the story development, and how

devoted the main character was to one girl and how it took him a long time to love another. But, I

really dislike harems and I don't read novels where the main character has a harem because of that.

Now, I have tried reading others series before that had introduced harems in it because I had really

liked the main character and storyline, but I couldn't enjoy the story as much because the harem

aspect was so off putting for me. As such, knowing my past experiences with this, I won't be reading

this series anymore.

Tinalynge just keeps getting better with each book. The plot never fails, the world is beautifully built

and all of the characters are fully realized and well used. Along with the suspense and battles there

are endearing moments as well as humor. I always await the next book with agonized anticipation. I

truly wish I could live in the world Tinalynge created.

I'd been waiting for this book for a long time and i can only say that it was worth it and I will be

anxiously awaiting the next one. P. S. The author has another great series called overthrowing fate

that I'm really enjoying.
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